
 

 

 

Tire test 
Sport tires 
sized 225/40-
18 and 
285/30-18 

Street legal racing tires are coming on strong.  Dunlop, Michelin, Pirelli, and 
Yokohama have the art of grip in their Porsche 911 plans.  What are the differences 
and what does one need to watch out for when it comes to these soft tires? 
The grip 
effect (this is 
a non-
translatable 
play on words 
also meaning 
an infection).



 

 

 
 

The test rims 
Two sets are better 
These are sport tires that are street 
legal.  Due to their limited abilities in 
wet driving conditions, a second 
wheel/tire combination is 
recommended.  The dry specialized 
racing tire should just be driven on at 
the race track  The italian supplier of 
Mille Miglia (ph. 07351/1821914) 
offers, for example, the Cup 3 rim for 
the Porsche 911 in the size 8.5x18 on 
the front (325Euro) and 10x18 on the 
rear (358 Euro). 

Good things take time.  No one expected 
that the time from when the Sport Auto 
racing tire comparison test was planned to 
when it actually occurred would be a year 
– this was too long. 
First, there were no identical tire sizes 
available in the suppliers lists.  And, when 
I finally found 4 different brands – the 
Dunlop Super Sport Race, the Michelin 
Pilot Sport Cup, Pirelli P Zero Corsa and 
Yokahams Advan 048 in the required 18 
inch dimensions of 225/40 for the front 
and 285/30 for the rear – Porsche wasn’t 
able to provide an adequate test car.  
Luckily, the Rems-Murr Porsche Center 
found a GT3 for our use. 
The next stone that rolled in our path was 
that the Formula 3 test track at 
Hockenheim had been modified (they 
changed the schikane sections).  
Therefore, we couldn’t compare these 
tests to earlier test results  -- the time per 
lap would be different from previous 
tests.  For example, during the Carrera 
Cup race, there was an approximate 4 
second  per lap difference between the 
normal Hockenheim set-up and the 
altered schikane set-up. 
Like described in the August 2000 issue, 
it is proven that soft tires with an extreme 
positive tread profile have an approximate 
2 second (per lap) advantage over 
ordinary tires.  So, this was the 
background information. 
The ground rules for the street-legal sport 
tire test should be planned precisely – 
above all the sensitive air pressure 
adjustment.  Suppliers recommended 2.3 
–2.4 bar [European air pressure 
measurement] on the front tires and 2.7 – 
2.8 bar on the rear tires.  This is for warm 
driving conditions of approximately 70 
degrees celcius which occurs after about 4 
laps around the circuit.  Therefore, it is 
necessary to check the pressure very 
carefully and to adjust it as needed. 
To reach the tire’s maximum potential, it 
is also recommended that the camber 
(alignment) in the front and rear is 
increased.  In our case, the GT3 was 
adjusted to 2.55 degrees in the front and 
2.40 degrees in the rear.  This is not, 
however, the maximum alignment 
possible.  The values are good enough for 
our purposes and goal of wanting to test 
the full tread when driving straight or in 
corners. 
Armed with these slight adjustments, you can already feel that the GT3 is more agile and reactive to the 
slightest steering wheel movement through the curves.  Without any doubt these tires are more like tread-
less slicks than normal, sqeaking street tires. 
The rear-wheel drive car was most precise in the corners with the Yokohama tires.  These tires have such a 
hairfine sensitivity that the driver isn’t aware that the tires will « give out » in a curve until they actually 
do. 



 

 

The unidirectional 
Japanese tire doesn’t 
announce it’s loss of grip 
– it just begins to slide 
without warning.  If you 
feel even the slightest loss 
of grip, you should react 
immediately before the 
car is out of control.  The 
professionals would be 
pleased with the A048.  
Once you figure out how 
this tire works, you can 
nearly steer  it like a 
conductor conducts a 
symphony. 
On the other hand, the 
Dunlop performed very 
conservatively. The 
steering commands are 
less precise.  It seems as if 
the sidewall of the Super 
Sport Race is softer.  
Therefore, if you go over 
the limit, the tire 
announces that it is about 
to lose grip.   The Dunlop 
is an honest tire with a 
high grip performance.  
But, if you compare lap 
times (see graphic above), 
the Dunlop falls short of 
other tires.  
Both extremes – the 
precise, but difficult to 
drive Yokohama and the 
comfortable and gentle 
Dunlop – find their 
« master » in the Pirelli 
and the Michelin. 
The Italian and the French 
harmonize extremely well 
with the GT3.  When 
steering into the curve, 
both are  a little bit behind 
the Japanese and show a 
tendency for a light 
understeer in the 
beginning of the curve.  
But, if you drive with 
your heart, you can bring 
the Porsche to a great  
neutral (i.e. not 
oversteering or 
understeering) with the 
Corsa or the Sport Cup. 
The car speeds through 
the course like it was on 
tracks.  Both of the tires 
tell you early enough and 

Speaking of water, if the racetrack
racing tires still perform well.  But
of the four tires are rain specialists
the limits of the tires, it is recomm
driving excitement but before you 
driving.  This should be done with

A big piece of the race feeling :  with sport tires the GT
is noticably better 

Dunlop : Super 
Sport Race 
Front tire price : 310 
Euro 
Rear tire price : 395 
Euro 
With the Dunlop, the 
Porsche 911 GT3 is 
gentle and in-control.  
The borderline 
announces itself 
slowly.  According to 
the lap times, the Super 
Sport Race is looking 
at the others’ taillights. 

Speed 
Gravitational speed 
Braking deceleration  
Michelin Pilot 
Sport Cup 
Front tire price : 488 
Euro 
Rear tire price : 726 
Euro 
The French tire seems 
to be customized for 
the GT3.  Driven under 
pressure, the Porsche is 
extremely neutral to 
drive [this is a positive, 
meaning it doesn’t 
oversteer or understeer 
in the curves], without 
any problems, as is 
reflected in the lap 
 is damp and the tires r
, if there are real pudd
.  They are for driving
ended driving on a clea
head home, you have t
 cooled-off tires and by

3 reacts even more pr
Pirelli P Zero 
Corse 
Front tire price : 
319 Euro 
Rear tire price : 450 
Euro 
Also the P Zero 
Corsa passes the test 
very well in fititng 
with the  GT3.  It 
isn’t as precise in 
steering as the 
Michelin, but  
always gives good 
feedback to the 
driver.
each the optimum te
les, caution is recom
 excitement at the hi
red terrain (without
o not forget to readj
 following the manu

ecisely and the grip 
Yokohama 
Advan 048 
Front tire price : 
396 Euro 
Rear tire price : 541 
Euro 
It is fascinating how 
precise the 
Yokohama is in 
steering.  But, 
therefore it is very 
sensitive and 
difficult in the rear 
axle.  The Advan 
048 needs to be 
experienced for a 
good while before 
 
in a mild manner before 
they lose grip.  Even with 
the neutral driving quality 
and the strong grip of the 
Corsa, it can’t hold water 
compared to the Michelin.

mperature of 70 degrees celcius, all the 
mended.  Despite the water channels, none 
ghest level, but on dry surfaces.  To reach 
 any obstacles or other cars).  After all this 
ust the air pressure for normal street 
facturers suggested street tire airpressure. 


